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ABSTRACT
Access to scientific and technical information is

essential to the conduct of high quality research and development
work. Indonesia's scientists and engineers in Government research
institutes are generally not being well-servo d by their own
libraries. The most serious deficiencies are: (1) inadequately
trained library staffs, (2) lack of availability of current journals,
(3) lack of current bibliographical and indexing services, (4)

shortage of recent monographs and reference books, (5) poor or
non-existent information services, (6) limited interlibrary
cooperation, (7) underutilization of existing resources, (8) limited
resources to aid in the selection of current titles for improvement
of libraries, (9) cataloging arrearages and (10) lack of
understanding by many administrators of the true nature and value of
library and information services. The principal goals of the research
institutes in Indonesia for library and information service should
be: (1) bring the most important new discoveries to the scientist's
attention; (2; make engineers and technicians aware of new
technigues4_processesand products; (3) provide better sources of
reference data and information and (4) decrease the time it takes to
deliver a journal article, book, report or document to a library
user. [Not available in Lard copy due to marginal legibility of
original docutent.] (NH)
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Professor Sarwono Ptawirohardjo
Chairman, Indonesian Institute of Sciences
Djakarta

Sir:

It is my pleasure to sUamit to you my report with recommendations for
the improvement of library service in science and technolou in Govern-
ment research institutes in Indonesia. These recommendations are made
after an examination of the library and information services in over
50 agencies in Djakarta, Bo!zor, Bandung, Jogjakarta, Solo, Surabaya,
Denpasar and Medan.

The recommendations are intended to apply to more than just the =PI
Institute libraries. Au sciemce research libraries in Government are
subjected to tha same influences, have similar successes and suffer
similar disabilities; although to varying decrees. The work of the
various agencies is in many places closely related. Because of the
high cost of library and information services, cooperation among agencies.
will be required for success in improving these services.

My recorameadationscirWimprovement in the educational facilities
and status for librarians, the further strengthening of several-major
facilities, an increase in materials for current awareness in all li-
braries, national planning to improve the amount and the quality of
literature resources in Governmena research libraries, and expansion of
the concept of service in addition to the building and maintenance of
collections.

Some of the recommendations are amenable to adoption soon, some will
require considerable long-range planning, both with regard to structure
and financing. I trust that the immediate difficult financial situation
for libraries will not deter the various agencies concerned from ber:in-
ning to make the policy, as well as the economic, commitments required,
for long-range improvements.

I must take this opportunity to thank the many Indonesian Government
officials, institute directors, their subordinates, and librarians
for their time and courtesy in making my visits'as meaningful as

=
pos-

.foratheit splendid 'planning of my itinerary, their patience in answering I

sible. al. particularly indebted to the director and the staff of: PDIN

my.many.questions about_ Indonesia, and particularly their personal guid- !
.once -of myatravels and visits. Their devotion to the cause of good
information service is obvious, not only in the fine work of PDIN, but.a.

.

aleoain:theirattetion to my work.

c -Director MAID
Director. usis.

Respectfully submitted,

-11):(-1-.44.2.:i .r1.1.

Russell Shank
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INTRODUCTION

Scientific and technical research and development in many research
institutes throughout Indonesia is being done almost entirely without
access to current information and the results of work done elsewhere
in the world. Only a few science and engineering libraries receive
any current journals. Most libraries have some new books, but these
are still a relatively small part of the current output of major pub-
lishers in the world. Almost no new proceedings of the important
congresses and conferences held in science throughout the world in the
past decade are available in Indonesian libraries, and the holdings of
up-to-date bibliographies and indexing services are practically nil.
Many of the researchi7stitutes are engaged in upgrading programs for
technicians, but almost none of the institutes have the kind of literature
that can be readily used and understood by these people in their train-
ing status.

The scarce library resources of the nation are too widely dispersed
among many research institutes, each of which seems to face its short-
ages alone with a view towards becoming completely self-sufficient.
This is impossible, even for a highly industrialized and rich nation.
National planning and cooperation are essential. Existing resources
could be more effectively brought to bear on scientific and technical
information problems in Indonesia if more of the collections were in
the hands of trained librarians and information service specialists.
This lack of a cadre of trained librarians in Indonesia is a serious
deterrent to good service, and above all else, ways must be found to
increase their number and to improve their economic and social status.

Important among my recommendations are these. The Indonesian Govern-
ment must make it a matter of public record that the provision of good
library and information services, in order to support quality scientific
and technical research and development, is a matter of national policy.
Indonesia has several outstanding libraries and information service
agencies in science (particularly PDIN and Bibliotheca Bogoriensis), and
my recommendations propose that the first steps towards the improvement
of information handling be based on these agencies, giving them national
responsibility for service and for planning the development and utili-
zation of collections throughout the nation. Each research institute,
furthermore, must take steps to provide at least a minimum standard
level of information service to its staff, and to move towards the
expansion' of its programs to diffuse knowledge in its field to the
nation. Research institute managers must take the responsibility for
seeking funding in their routine budgets for these activities.
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SUISIARY AND MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

THE PROBLEM AND GOALS FOR ITS SOLUTION

Access to scientific and technical information and data as recorded in
various formats is essential to the conduct of high quality research
and development work. Proper utilization of existing information will
speed up research, and reduce costly errors and duplications of effort.
The information needs of engineers and scientists and engineers may be
grouped into three categories: exhaustive need, requiring as much
information as can be found on a subject, usually at the beginning of
a research project; daily reference needs, requiring facts, figures and
other pieces of data and information to answer the many questions and
problems that arise each day; and current awareness needs, requiring
information about new developments and findings in '.a subject.

Indonesia's scientists and engineers in Government research institutes
arc generally not being well- served in any of these needs by their own
libraries , although there are some notable exceptions. The most
serious deficiencies maong the libraries in science and technology in
the Government which should and can be soon faced are:

(a) Inadequately trained library staffs;
Pb) Almost complete lack of availability of current journals;
(c) Almost complete lack of current bibliographical and

indexing services;
(d) Shortage of recent monographs and reference books;
(e) Generally poor or non-existent information services;
(f) Limited interlibrary cooperation; .

(g) Underutilization of existing resources;
(h) Limited resources to aid in the selection of current titles

for improvement of libraries;
Cataloging arrearages;

j Lack of understanding on the part of many administrators
of the true nature and value of library and information
services.

The elimination of these deficiencies will obviously be an expensive
and a,. diffiault task. The goals for improvemeut must be clearly under-
stood:. Full attainment is not possible all at once, or in a short
period:6f tine. The recommendations in this report suggest first steps
that will provide basic improvements in the environment for library and
infOrmation serviCes, and in cr,eneral indicate the best route to full-.
scaleiafozpation service capability. Each recommendation has many

ications for.the selection and the development of resources and
efOr its impletentation. These are generally known to trained

are not specified in detail in this report. Indonesia
excellent librarians and information specialists on

for these details.

.1
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Given the current eate-..of-Tr:search in the physical and engineering
sciences in the research institutes in Indonesia, the principal goals
for library and information service should be:

(a) In the pure or basic science sector: to bring the most
important new discoveries and new methods of research in each-scientist's
field to-his attention for his continued personal development and to
keep his work at the forefront of his science;

(b) In the applied science and industrial sector: to increase
engineers' and technicians' awareness of new techniques, processes,
products and practices approprate to their work;

(c) .In both sectors: to provide better sources of reference
data and information to solve the many daily problems that arise in
the course of experimentation and development work;

(d) In both sectors: to decrease the time it takes to deliver
a journal article, book, report or document to a library user once he
has specified his need for it.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS

1. Top priority should be given by the Indonesian Government
to the im rovement of edUcation for s ecial librarians and. the status
of these librarians in Indonesia.

Special librarians in Indonesia should give assistance to the
University of Indonesia in curriculum development for special
librarianship. Theories and techniques applicable to special
librarianship should be introduced into every applicable course
in the curriculum. Special effort should be made to recruit good
science graduates to enter the field of librarianship and infor-
matibn science. The scientific and technical community of Indo-
nesia should be encouraged to give high status to information
science and service work. As quickly as they become available,
library 'school graduates should be recruited to take over the top.
:librrians' jobs in the research institutes. The top librarian
in each institute should 'be included as a member of the decision-
making structure of the institute, particularly with regard to
budget end research policy deliberations. A librarian entering

,lclerhment,teivicc from eVrofessional library job in industry
shbuld:get',fal credit for his years' service in industry.
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2. The provision of library and information services in full
sup Port of scientific and technical research and development shoulel
be adopted as a national policy by the Government of Indonesia.

The urgency of the need, and the competition for funds is so
great that improvements i the information resources in science
for Government research agencies in Indonesia must be mandated
by top Government agencies. It should be national policy that
the goal for library development is to have one copy of every
relevant scholarly publication in science and technology, re-
gardless of source, available somewhere in a library in Indonesia.
It should be national policy that every Government agency involved
in science and technology should be responsible for the develop -
ment and operation of an information handling and service system
relevant to its mission,. It should be national policy that there
be a national plan for library and information service development
in science and technology in Indonesia. It is recommended that
LIPI take the lead in fobtering and coordinating planning develop-
ment. All ministries, LIPI and other Government agencies that are
likely to be concerned with national library development, should
work together, sharing resources and responsibilities for the
fulfillment of these public policies. National planning-in
science and technology for special libraries should be coordinated
with any plan that develops to build the resources of university
libraries.

3. To achieve-in;f66Idf having adequate literature resources
available in Indonesia in the shortest possible tine with the. least
cost, several existing large and well - managed library and information
RDencies should be desis national library centers in science
and technology, in agriculture and in medicine. The collections of
these libraries should be rapidly enlarged to cover fully the interests
of scientific research and develo _lent in Indonesia in order that they
Eleit serve the needs of the many small and weak Government research
libraries.

To build on strength is far sounder than to try to make .many small f

libraries fully- self - sustaining. For science and technology the
LIFI.Iibraries (Bandung and at PDIN Djakarta) and for agriculture
the*Bibliotheca Bogoriensis (Bogor) should be designated national
library agencies in science and technology and in agriculture
.respectively.' PDIN and Bibliotheca Bogoriensis will both require
more srace: .their new buildings must be finished without further

delay. No library of medicine on my tour'wns capable of carrying A
this responsibility. Special developmental budrets should be
provided to start: these libraries off as national library agencies.
Th4r routine budgets should be increased especially to keep up to
data for:this iask. Funds should be provided by each ministry
eoncernedwith science. Other research institute libraries should
not be ignored, but additions to thFir collections now will serve

limited needs. (see Recommendation 5.) As soon as it is



economically possible, of special libraries should be developed
to assume part of the liurden to serve the i-lation in their .subject

areas. (The Rej:;ional Housin Center in Banduni; may soon be in a
position to do this.) Resources of these libraries and the national
library arencies should be shared throurth imnroved interlibrary
loan, photoconyinr: and in-house readin: opportu;lities. Travel
funds should be provided for scientists and enrineers to r.0 to
these centers for extended literature use if required.

4. The reference and info-I:nation service staffs of PDIN and
Bibliotheca Docroriensis should be enlarged i7nediately, Darticularlz
to offer expanded services aimed at i:nprovinr: the current-awareness
and the immediate reference needs of the staffs of the research institutes
and centers with weak librartes.

Talent for this function is scarce, and had best be attached to
the strone; informtion and library k.encies at first. These
information officers should keep themselves informed about the
research and development interests in science and technolocw in
Indonesia throw:h the means of an inventory of research and
development projects. One of their chief functions then should
be to route citations or copies of pertinent literature to libraries
or individuals as the material is received by these national centers.

5. Each reseJrch institute should have as its inmediate Foal for
library service and facilities the satisfaction of the researchers' need
for current awareness of at least the major develop:aents at the heart
of his subject field, and sufficient reference :materials to rovide

him with references to other pertinent current literature, and with the
answers to uestions of details and facts that ma arise in the daily
pursuit of his tasks.

Every research institute should subscribe immediately to the most
important journals in which research and development work most
highly relevant to the work of the institute is usually reported,
and to those journals which deal especially with science and
eagineerinr in tropical reGions. No attempt should be made at
this time to obtain. issues of these journals that are more than
five, years old. When funds are scarce, no old issues should be
sought under any circumstances: photocopies of pertinent articles
should be obtained from PDIN. Each institute should have on hand
current issues of one or two indexing services that cover the most
pertinent journal literature in its field. The stock of reference
bwks in each institute library must be broucht up to date.



6. A national plan for library deyelopent in all aspects of
Science and tcchnolov shyul:1 be elished to attain the real of
hayirq., one copy of each relevant research nublication available in
a library somewhere in Indonesia.

The national library centers should' direct this effort. Assin-
ments of responsibility for developini special collections in
various subject areas should be riven to research institute
libraries, based on their existinu subject interests and their
ability to .staff their libraries with trained librarians. Funds,

in addition to the various libraries' routine buricets, should be
made available to finance the national plan. Orders for books

for desip;nated libraries should be centralized in the national

library centers, at least until the acquisitions and catalo(i.inE
functions can be handled in the research institute libraries by
trained librarians. A union ca valor; will be required at each

national center to 'reduce duplication and to.proyide.a route of
.access to the nation's collections. A national interlibrary

loan code should be Ilecotiated amonc the libraries.

.7. Each national library center and others whose collections
become strong enourh to supnort at least the'current-awareness needs
of their clientele should be staffed'with subject specialists to offer

information services to scientists and entd.neers.

Amon ,her things these specialists should take. the initiative
to route potentially useful Citations and copies of articles and
documents to scientists and en;zineers who they know may need

them. These specialists will have to be trained in science
or encineerinc or have demonstrated an ability to understand

the work of scientists and encineers in research and development.
Obviously they will have to be located in libraries that receive
important literature currently.,, The national library centers

must have such people on their staffs.

8. Education s ecialists in.Indonesia should be called upon to

recommend the kind and amount of libra facilities and service that

should be available to support upgradinc courses in those institutes

that offer then.

'`Learning processes in technolocy require special literature
resources'. Where this function is important to the work of
an institute, the library collection should be specially
augmented. The cost of library services for support of upgradine
work: should not be allowed to dilute the funds made available
for the suDport of research and development work. All these

activities are importanc and should be funded. accordinely.



9. Every effort rust be made to provide yore literature in
science and technolor :y in Bahasa Indonesia..

Pertinent information in science and technology appears in
many languaues, but particularly Ek;lish,'GL:rman, French,
Russian, Italian, Japanese, Polish, Swedish and Dutch.
Translators should be available at one or more of the larEe
national library centers to provide synopses of articles and
full-text translations, both on a reular 'basis in anticipation
of need.andOndemand.- Selected text and reference books,

...partieulaily pertinent to the highest priority work inIndonesia,
should be translated into Bahasa Indonesia and.distribUted either:.
through.the-locarbOok trade or as Government' decumentS.

10. Indonesia should study the feasibility of tyinr into the
many national information networks under development in several foreign
countries.

Both the National Agricultural Library and the National Library
of Medicine in the United States are formLNg such networks, and
they appear to have international potential. PDIN should be
assigned the responsibility ( f determining, the utility of such
networks and the resources required to tap then. Most likely,
one center in Indonesia, such as PDIN, should be the central
Indonesian terminal contact with these networks.

OTHER RECOMRENDATIONS

The preceding recomnendations, in the main, affect the structure 'of
library and information service in Indonesia on a national scale,
although some are directed to research centers at the local level.

. None of them go into detail of implementation. Following are some
specific projects that can be effected without altering.. any national
policies, Majcir organizational relationships, or ways of opero.tin
i:Y. libraries.

When the union list of serials has been finished. by PDIN,
of missing issues in libraries throughout Indonesia

hould be.offered to one dealer for a limited time in an attempt to
n.-back sets. After,a tine, the issues that have not

oeen fotrid. should be microfilmed. PDIN should organize and manage the
EliElsing issues; each snarl library should not

t:rontines of searching the back-issues market. PDIN
CrOfilra editions and supply full -size copies of

on. on demand.
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(b) PDIN should officially be given the responsibility of serving
the research institutes in ali branches of LIPI a.ld its staff and budget
should be enlarged accordinfly.

. (c) The LIPI Libraries at Bandunc must bestaffed, at least with
a librarian, a technical assistant, and an inforraation officer' as sown
as possible. They Should operate as a division of MIN, Without a .

staff these libraries are a vastly underutilized resource iu an important
retional center for technoloFy.

(d) The size of the information service staff at PDIN should be
increased (or the size of the staff performin7 other functions should
be increased) so that those now on the staff with appropriate qualifi-
cations can concentrate on service to others),

(e) .Funds should. be provided for the acquisition. of microfilm
copies of U.S. Atomic E.Aer4 Conmission reports by the Indonesian .

depository library (GANA NatiOnal Atonic Agency, Gadjah Mada University).
It is estimated that $300 a year will be required.'

(f) PDIN shoUdwOrtwrith:research institute libraries to loeate
or to eenerate subject heading lists for their collections.

(g). Instructions .should be disseminated to all research institute
directors and their librarians on the fastest way to order new books.
Scae directors are orderiu( books directly from publishers: others do
not seem to know that this can be dome.

(h) The new PDIN building should be finished without further
delay. The present building is being used beyond its capacity already.

(i) An experienced graphic arts manager should be added to the
staff of BAN. The equipment predent and beirg added to PDIN for
reproduction is quite sophisticated and nay well be &owed or not
properly utilized.liy,inexperienced people without Good supervision.
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COMMENTARY

It is a tenet among scientists and engineers that research is not done
until. it is reported in the accepted media of the various sciences..
This allows science to advance by providing checks on the reliability
and validity of research work, and by providing input to new or con-
tinning research and development activities. Just as important, this
published record, if properly organized for retrieval and inspection,
reduces the chance that expensive and difficult research will be
duplicated. Literature and information resources, then, are a crucial
element in successful research and development enterprises:

Throughout the Indonesian Government, most scientists and engineers
are working without access to the current results of research and
development work done.. elsewhere in the world. Although library
resources of all kinds are in short supply in Indonesia, the most
critical shortage ii.in current journals. It is in this medium that
the advances of science are first reported. Most Government research
institutes have no current subscriptions to journals, and those that
do, receive a pitifully small representation of the relevant titles.
And most of the libraried of the institutes do not have even the
indexing services thatcover the journal literature, hence do not
know what to ask for to keep up to date.

This means that Indonesian science and engineering is LA using an
essential and available resource in which much that is directly and
immediately applicable to problems in 'Indonesia is readily available.
It means that Indonesian science and engineering isn't effectively
and efficiently using the resources (talent, equipment, raw materials,
etc.) that are available. Hopefully, Indonesia can find the financial
resources to make the investment in the means for access to already
recorded knowledge.

OFFICIIII, TOP LEVEL SUPPORT IS REQUIRED

AtteMpts_to 'improve library and information services to science and
teohnOlOgyill be only partially successful unless therels strong and
,eVidentSUpport from top Government and management leaders. The job
to beidOiiii0tO improve these important elements of Indonesian science
and is too large, and the competition for funds for high
PTiOri*.actUlties is too great to leave the task strictly to the good
wigl of teeearehmansgere.

-0000torttWtOpthouldcotte is many 'ways and'forms. Appropriate
GOVernpercbtials;ahoOld make it knatter mf'national policy,
t01101Y-P0alailasdthat information' resources add services in support
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of scientific and technical research are essential to success and will
be fully riven. Each-brunch of the Indonesian Government responsible
for any part of scientific research and development must accept the
responsibility to maintain good information systems, both to support
the work of their staffs, and to keep other agencies' staffs and the
public in general, informed of the results of their efforts. These
information systems should be capable of handling appropriate data
and information in pertinent subject fields from abroad.

Appropriate Government officials, hopefully no lower than the direc-
torate general level, should require those who are responsible for
scientific and technical research and development in their heirarchies
to plan and put price tags on good information handling activities in
their enterprises that will achieve these goals. A plan of action to
implement these activities .hould be included in the budget deliber-
ations of each agency.

'Whatever is done it is im erative that every research institute
'include funds in.its routine bud et for library and information,
services. This is too iartant a resource for ood research and
develoment to allow it to be subjectentirely to the varies of
fdsfoindtheirenuitorienref untrained librarians.

EDUCATION FOR LIBRARIANSHIP MUST BE IMPROVED .

Many of the coMMents and recommendations of the recent report by
Dr. Williamson on university library development in Indonesia are
applicable to librarianship in general in Indonesia,. andifearried
out would improve conditions in scientific and technical libraries.

Dr. Williamson's first 44d_highest-priority-reccarishddtion must be
repeated-bare, foi it applies first and formaostto the solution of
probleap of special libraries in science and engineering. Dr: Williamson
says:

ngy first priOrity recommendation_is_that-th&-library school
be:given special-attention and very substantial additional
support to equip it to educate the highly qualified librarians
.0044W09 administer' university libraries and to. lead the
grOWth:Of librarianiihip in Indonesia. Until.this source of
qUalifiedlibrariams is strengthened, no other help can be
effective in improving the libraries of Indonesia."

libraries - throughout Indonesia it was clearly
es 41#03i. trained librarians were reasonably well

14.0titea of catalocint. and.indexint and
;100.000.-4OnWersely,,Where no trained librarian

usually nothing CKWO than an
806e nOt even emliedble to the
.tio. aeration to readers, and was
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certainly not an attractive and useful source of information. This

was obviously due to the lack of knowledgeon the part of the person

in charge of what libraries shOuld and can do, and how to do it.

Dr. Williamson recommends:. (1) the improvement and expansion of the

faculty of the Library School of the University of Indonesia; (2) the

carefnl screening of student admissions; (3) the provision of books and

other equipment for the Library School; (4) assistance in planning and

curriulum development; and (5) improvements in space for the Library

School.

At least one of the new faculty members recommended by Dr. Williamson
should be a person.with training and experience in the management of
special libraries and information services. Courses in cataloging and
classification should be extended to include studies of the theories of

Classification and the nature of special classifications for detailed
information work. 'Good students with degrees in. various sciences should

be actively recruited to'take library training. They will find that

their knowledge of the sciences is much appreCiated and put to good use
in information retrieval work on behalf of their colleagues in the

laboratories.' The special librarians of Indonesia should offer assistance
in curriculum planning at the Library School, through their professional

association. They should endeavor to have the interests of'special
libraries introduced wherever applicable in general courses of the

Library School, and should encourage the expansion of the number of

courses relating to Special library and information work.

All Indonesian agencies involved in library and information service

should examine carefully the ntility of sending people abroad for their

baiic professional library training. I am not at all certain that it
is worth the time and money to send a person abroad to learn the most
advanced theories and practices and then put him 'to work in Indonesia

under conditions that do not allow him to apply any of what he has
learned, and that do not foster his own continued education in his
profession.

Abetter pattern vould'be to improve library education in Indonesia

to a point where the good students can'serve well with their local

edue4ion. The best graduates should visit and work for brief periods

in libraries and inforiation and documentation centers in advanced

industrial and agricultural.00untries after they have gained sane:
riedeOn'Indonesian libraries for a few years. Then they will

e'better.4ble to dp useful Work in foreign libraries, and to evaluate.,
air** 'abroad as it progresses in terms of what, they know of Indo-

nee and resources. Indeed, no one should be sent

education without his having had some arperi-

essionallevel in an Indonesian library.
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Until this improvement in Indonesian library education takes place,
there will still be a need to train some people abroad. But once
they finish, :they:silt:mid have, or be placed in, jobs in. Indonesia

in7acendies.t4at. 'offer Good financial support to library and infdr-
.nation services.

'The special training course offered by PDIN.I.s:e;ood, and should be
continued for a fevi more years, at least. IV should be considered
only a temporary expedient, howeVer, pending the improvement of the
Library School.. Evelryone bust reCognize that the PDIN course is not
designed to train fully-qualified professional librarians but merely
to improve the. performance of the many untrained people assigned to
libraries in a few basic elements of librarianship.'

THE STATUS OF LIBRARIANS MUST BE RAISED

The lack of educational opportunities is not the only deterrent to
increasing the number of ,librarians in Indonesia. The social and
economic status of librarians and information specialists must be
improved. Salariesfor these people, particularly if they have been
professionally trained. in librarianship or science, and if they have

master's degree, should be raised significantly. Starting salaries
for Science and engineerinc librarians should be raised. I an con-
fident that the work of. well-trained, well-paid librarians will be so
obviously beneficial to scientists and engineers that not only will
their status be improved., but also more good. people, hopefully with
science backgrounds, will enter the information science professions.
The assignment of people without full library training to perform
professions.1 tasks in libraries should be discouraged. Such persons
can and should be used, after limited. training, in technical support
tasks. Only graduates of library schools or those who are capable
through recognized good experien-ce and on-the-job training should be
called. librarians. Another title, such as custodian, shOuld be given
to the many people now in charge of libraries who are not trained
for the profession.

research institute libraries, even those with relatively
.'are *Oefu ay inadequate in several vital respects.
ittiation receive ,current journals. Most of their

Were not tco nany to begin with, ceased sometime
Ait for the .140 of books from foreign
Joni' of research 'monographs is 1.iknwise

ible situation in science and tech-
rapid that information is out of
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Furthermore, few libraries have current indexing and abstracting ser-
vices, or any announcements of new books that would allow their
librarians and users to know even the titles of good books in their
fields which they could order (if they had the funds) or borrow from
a larger library. .

Because they cannot afford to have personal libraries, many scientists
°and engineers in Government. service in Indonesia work in a ccaplete
'vacuum with regard to knowledge of advances in their fields.

Much of the material on the shelves of eacA library is not at all
related to the work of the research institutes. These are usually
gift materials, which the institutes are reluctant to refusevand,
which their library staffs usually diligently catalog.

The USAID and USIS books are much in evidence in all of the libraries
to which they were sent. The USA] books seen appropriate to the
subject fields of the centers. They are, in the main, cataloged and
classified and integrated into the collections. While many of the
USIS books are not related to the sciences, they may be the only
source of general reading for many of the workers in the institutes..
There-are probably too many copies of most of the books supplied by
USIS in. each institute. Unfortunately, for various reasons the
institutes are reluctant to discard some of these books. They should
be encouraged to do no however, and a mechanism for transfer of the
books to more appropriate colleCtions, if any, should be organized
by some national acsency.

The decision to limit the input of USAID books this year to a rel-
atively fey libraries, and only if those libraries were wellorganized
and managed and did not have access to good budgets, will improve the
Contribution of this prograd immeasurably. The probability that these
books will, now be more used in these better libraries is higher than
if they were located inlibraries that didn't know how to handle them
properly. This fa* offsets the result of the loss of buying power for
the7many libraries that no longer have access to US= funds. I would
urgeS.:f4ither. concentration of effort, however, if the USAID program
cOntinUee,:ty-applying it only'to the best libraries in Indonesia,
regardless to other funds. No library in Indonesia is.
-very well funded. Those that are relatively better off are so well rug
44WS'00,00e to users that the demands made.upon them are yet beyond
the t.Ofthei* budgets. SPecial assistance should be offered to

Iii00740thOt';are,*ell organized-and managed, and that are used
.ta,Amili*audienee beyond the aGencies they are

to' serve.
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In short, the library collections in most research institute libraries
in Indonesia need large-scale refurbishing. The costs of such an
effort would be monumental. Nevertheless, scraething must be done to
make these libraries useful in the cause of modern science and engi-
neering in Indonesia. As first step, each institute manager must make
up his mind to improve the situation. In whatever ways possible,
scientists and engineers and their directors should. encourage good
people to enter the profession of librarianship. A general increase
in the nudber of trained'llbrarians in Indonesia will make it easier
to recruit librarians with the required talent to treat and manage
an effective library efficiently.

Each library must have a collection-development policy statement to
ruidu the selection of books to be added to the library. Among Other
things, such a statement could be cited to a potential donor'of books
which must be declined if they do not meet the needs of the users.

It is almost unbelievable that a research agency in science and encl.-
neering could operate without devoting a reasonable amount of funds
in its ordinary budget to the supply of current literature, but this
is indeed happening throughout Indonesia.' Most of the research insti-
tute libraries are now so far behind in collection development that
they:must examine alternatives to the acquisition of large amounts of
library material. It would seem to me most reasonable to proceed in
the following fashion:

(a) Begin in each research institute library to subscribe to a
small, highly-selective list of current research and trade journals
at the core of each subject field covered. No attempt should be made
to acquire long runs of. retrospective issues. The number of such
journals may range frca seven to forty, depending upon the subject
'field., Several lists of the most cited journals are available as
selectiOn.guides.-H6me-fiai journals in engineering fields, partic-
ularly those heavy with advertising, are available free to individual
engineers, depending, upon their importance as potential customers for
prodUdts advertised in these journals. Application should 'be made
directly-tethe publishers.

(b)-Mciah institute should subscribe to one or two current

:indexing,,eerVicea. These are likely to be expensive, and subscriptions
19.74bediney:haltete be Hopefully, several large. national
apility..agen400,:e4404fedwith information officers who will be
Ab1400400.:-COrtent4iteraturein their centers,. referring important

egv to.rtscientists *Wengineersthroughout the nation. They
teria00011**O:na-rofilital agents in lieu of indexes.

if handbocita, Manuals, tables of data and
mat be purchased also.



(d) As many highly pertinent monographs and treatises as can be

afforded should'be added to the collections each year. To the maximum

possible extent, titles that nay be on17: partially relevant to the work

of a center should be borrowed on interlibrary loan, rather than purchased.

NATIONAL SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE AND MEDICAL LIBRARY AGENCIES SHOULD BE

ESTABLISHED

Since it is not likely to be possible soon to build even moderately

sizeable libraries in the many institutes in Indonesia, and, since it

is important for the scientists and engineers who work in them to have

access to literature from some reasonably available source, it is

r. commended that several already large and potentially well-managed

libraries' collections be quickly enlarged so that these libraries can

take on the responsibility of providing library service to the nation.

The LIPI Institute libraries in Bandung and at PDIN in Djakarta are

recommended for this task in the physical sciences and engineering.

The LIPI Institutes are locaed, along with a nuMber of other highly

important research-meeneies, and the Bandung Institute of Technology,

in a concentrated reoGraphical area. Bandung is also a major industrial

center, hence this is a logical place to have a national library center

in technoloab The LIPI Institute libraries will have to be consoli-

datedinto one unit, which is apparently in the offing. That library

will also have to be staffed with trained librarians and library tech-

nicians. It will be too important a library to leave unstaffed in any

event. It should be organized, however, as a division of PDIN in

Djakarta in order to reduce the demandfor duplicative staff, and to

facilitite cooperative routines, such as centralized cataloging and

interlibrary loan.

.The Bibiotheca Bogoriensis in Bogor already serves as a library center

for research institutes in several cities. It would be only logical to

designate that library as a national library center in agriculture and

the biological sciences,' Unfortunately my visits to medical libraries

were limited, hence I cannot recommend a national library agency in

'that field. None of those medical libraries I saw are nearly ready to ,

take on this task. Perheim the library of the Medical Faculty at
:Airlanaga University could be so designated. It is located close to

the Institute of Public Health in Surabaya, which may be an advantage.

y details of Organization and operation remain to bedonsidered.

ortunat there are, good librarians in these areneies to do the
mportant, the libraries designated as national library

.
.

ven more money to fulfill this mission. The

Vunds added to these libraries,' however, will.

amount spread throughout ell research
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Even if the librIries specified here are not selected as national library,'
agencies, or if additional libraries are found to share the load, the
concept of developinc sound, larce national collections is important.
Indonesia cannot build all research institute libraries in all areas of
science and technology to a state of complete, up-to-date self-sufficiency.
This would be impossible even with massive doses of foreign aid. If the
nation can proceed in the fashion herein recommended, then it can selec-.
tively pick research institute libraries from time to time for special
development, according to national priorities. These libraries can then
join the national library agencies in sharing the load of national service.

Again I must point out that the attainment of improvements in university
libraries as recommended by Dr. Williamson, will benefit special libraries.
The libraries of many research institutes are used by university students,
some quite heavily. Carefully-selected, well-organized and well - managed
university libraries would relieve the research institutes of some of
this burden. In addition, collections in many subjects developed in
depth in university libraries can form the backstop for exhaustive
literature studies and retrospective collection services that will
sustain small specialized research libraries in Government and industry.

As an aid to the development of pertinent library and information ser-
vices that are relevant to the work of Indonesian scientists and engi-
neers, and as a means of more fully utilizing information derived from
Indonesian research, PDIN should become a national clearinghouse on
'information about Indonesian scientific and technical research and
development. PDIN should. maintain an inventory of current research
projects underway in Indonesia, with abstracts of the work to be done
in each project. Directors of research institutes should provide the
information for the inventory at the request of IN All research

'agencies should be required to send copies. of the reports of research
and development projects to MIN, and MIN should regular* publish an
annotated list of these reports for distribution to all Government offi-
cials and research directors in science and technology, and to important
information centers throughout the world. The fact that photocopies of
these reports may be obtained for a fee from PDIN should be widely
advertised.

DTCSATIPM SEPTUM MUST BE DEVELOPED ALONG WITH: LIBRARIES

With the.exception"Of FDIN,:.nost of the library agencies in science
OneSia.offer no special information services to their' clientele.

tsere sttVe agents with books and journals. Waiting on
Ose who- n to use the information, in then. Many
eluding some of the large ones, are not arranged in
.so that users can find their way to appropriate

iadexes.in the libraries are not very sophisticated



The resources in Indonesian science libraries are underutilized.
Titles are sought by the users, of some libraries that exist, unbeknownst
to them, in nearby libraries. There are, for example, many reports
within the various series issued by the United States Atonic Enemy
Commission that contain information useful in fields other-than nuclear
science, such as medicine, agriculture and materials testing. Thousands
of these documents are available in Indonesim, some at Bandung (at the
National Atomic Enermr Agency) and some at Jogjakarta (at LAMA National
Atonic AGency). There is no one at either location with the training
or the experience-,in information services to recognize the potential of
these reports ands oranize means of diffusin i: the knowledge in them
throughout the 1 'n.

Indonesian science and engineering cannot tolerate less than full
utilization of scarce library resources. Further, Indonesian scientists
and engineers need information specialists to look out for their
interests by seeking literature and inf...:natim that is not yet included
in Indonesian libraries. Every science library in Indonesia should be
service oriented. This is a way of operating that is normal to a pro-
fessionro) y educated special librarian, and there should be such a
person in charge of each library. The larger library agencies should
appoint people to their staffs whose job is solely to offer special
services.

Among the important services that should be offered, either by each
library,. or by a national service (such as PDIN) are: the referral
of literature, compilation of bibliographies (either regularly is
selected snbjects, or on demand in specific subjects), abstracting
and indexing, and translating.

NATIONAL PUBS FOR LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT IN SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE, AND
MPICINE ARE ESSEITI&L

Indonesia, faces the task of building its science libraries and infor-
,matiqn services at a most inpropitious tine. The cost of science
booki:and 'commercial information services throughout the world is
rapidly W.o,c; Inflated.. Many U.S. Government sources of information
services are,nOw .Charging fees for publications that once were offered

Comaercial publishers to produce. new information
overcrient-sponiored. data ,bases for which the
re tiVelY ,high fee. Thus, Iiidonesitui libraries

birkiant., of library rx4t,erial at just the tirae

*non least stancithe strain of inflation.
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It thus becomes imperative for Indonesia to reduce the need for large
quantities of new material by, among other things, careful planning of
library services and increased interlibrary cooperation. It is imperative,
also, to increase the quality of the selection of materials to be added
to Indonesian science and engineering libraries so that irrelevant and
duplicative information is not acquired. The Indonesian library com-
munity must constantly seek better ways of providing access to information,
aad to its management once acquired.

Every Indonesian library cannot be completely self-sufficient. But each
should do its best to be up to date and comprehensive in the subject
field of its agency's mission. Publications and information from periph-
eral fields must be obrained either from the libraries in which those
subjects are of principal concern, or from a national library agency.
Each library must take the responsibility to assist other libraries in
the subject area of its primary concern.

Indonesia needs a national library development plan in science and
technology. Responsibilities for maintaining collections in various
subjects must be assigned to various libraries. Large national collections
should be maintained in the major disciplines, e.g., the physical and
engineering sciences, the natural or biological sciences, including
agriculture, and the medical sciences. The national libraries should
coordinate the operation of the national plan, and should assi)me respon-
sibility for maintaining retrospective collections in all fields, and
current collections in important subjects that are not otherwise covered
by designated libraries.

The success of such a plan relies on interlibrary lending of materials,
and on photocopying in lieu of loan of those materials that cannot be
loaned. A national union catalog of holdings is an essential element
for the location of material. The plan should not.be delayed in.con-.
strUction and implementationi howevers.if a union Catalog cannot be
initiated. A strategy of searching for, specific titles can be built
around the knowledge.of.the subjects covered by various libraries. Titles
that are not.10Catedwhere they would most likely be. by subject can be
sought at.the national library agency, or acciAiredbythe appropriate

341;iiiliyOn 4041044.

Libraries in Indonesia are understandably reluctant to loan materials
-.:t0400PleiOuttide their:own agencies. They should, however, develop
knatioiwp. interlibrdm:loan code, of which there are many models, and
OPen.:0deCesSio their collections to other libraries, rather than to

the-Ministry of..kgricultniv, and one or more
40...1.4'.thehealth:Ediences.fieldvinclud#Ohat part of

46nCeinedirith'itedical edUcation.in Indenesia, appoint ...._ . . . .. . .... .

04:interested.ecientiste.te draw up a national'.
CSA*SOience,. engineering,, agriculture' and medicine.
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Wherever possible existing library collections should be consolidated.
Library resources, lind finii,nces to improve them, are too limited in
Indonesia to justify the development of library collections and ser-
vices by each agency. The determination with which every research
agency seems to seek to provide full library services and facilities
for itself can only prolong the period of depression of science libraries
in Indonesia.

If consolidations occur, each agency that is served must share in the
cost of the operations. If one library takes on the load of service
for another, it must be compensated for this work. Services are offered
by people, and the greater the service load, the greater the need for
.staff. Also, the competition for library materials might become keen
among similar projects using the same library, and books and journals
will either wear out faster nr will be needed in duplicate. (The

amount of duplication should be less, however, than if two libraries
were maintained.in related subject areas.) New projects and customer
Agencies have a way of generating new ideas that' require library materials
in subject areas not normally covered by the host library. For all of
these needs, additional funds should be provided lest the normal services
of the host center be diluted below an acceptable level of performance.

Compensation for services, offered may be made through transfers of
funds among agencies; through the levying of fees for services rendered,
through normal Government budget processes, or through a combination
of these means,
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LIBRARIES AND AGENCIES VISITED

DJAKARTA

Indonesian National Scientific Documentation Center
Jajasaa Idayu (Genu4'., Acuac)
University of Indonesia

Library School
Faculty of Medis_ine

rational Institute of Economic and Social Research
National Lancur....; I5,stitute

Indonesian Petroleum Institute
National Atomic Energy Agency, Research Center
Dr. Tj ipto Matte; inkusomo Hospital

British Council
National Institute for Cultural Studies
Library of Political Science and History
National Bibliocraphical Agency
Central Museum Library
Horticultural Research Institute
Power Research Institute
Industrial Research Institute
Institute of Marine Research
Ministry of Public Works
Building Information Center
BAPPENAS Library.

BOGOR

Bibliotheea Bogoriensis
.National Biological Institute
Chemical Research Institute.
Institute fOr Estate Crops
Bogor Agricultural University
Institute .for.Forest Research
Nutrition Research Institute
Central Agricultural Research Institute
Iudustrial,Crops ResearCh institute

BANDUNG

1:ratIo3.11tretio Energy Agency
cellaloaa Research Institute

1°CtIr45.F71.:illt3Fe

Center
--TeXt

ch
Indonesia

Natiot Mining,Institute ;'of Geo ot Ir ma.

Ipraries.

t4:41#0,,.
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JOGJAKARTA

Gadjah Made University.
Central Library
GNMA National Atomic Aency
Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
Faculty of GeocTaphy.

Batik Research Institute
Research Institute for Leather Technology

SOLO

Solo Rehabilitation Ceuter

GRESIK

Semen Gresik

SURABAYA

National Institute of Pulic Health

DEN PASAR

Udayana University, Central Library

MEDAN

Institute for Estate Crops
University of EtIrth.Sumatra

PacUlty of MediCine
Faculty-of Beall:qv

Riblic-LOrary
dAdense4'.Uptversity


